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THE URGENCY IS HERE
"Fish always rot by the head" (Chinese proverb)
In politics, "Trade-off", "Compromise" and "Corruption" make the bed of
"plutocracy", a system denounced by ARISTOPHANES nearly 2500 years ago. This
system is profoundly unhealthy.

The Federal Constitutional Court of Karlsruhe was created in 1951 in the spirit of
enforcing the Basic Law (Grundgestz): holding elections; separation of powers;
arbitration of conflicts between the various organs of the State; protection of citizens;
interpretation of constitutional law; ...

To better understand the deep meaning of this "So Lange" message from the
Constitutional Court in Karlsruhe, we must remember the sad German history.
Adolf HITLER was appointed Chancellor of the Weimar Republic on 30 January 1933
thanks to the recommendation of Dr. Hjalmar SCHACHT, a visceral anti-communist
(justified in Stalin’s time) and a renowned financier who was at the origin of the
spectacular recovery of the German economy after the monetary crisis of 1923.
The Chancellery was designated at the time as "the Cabinet of the Barons".
So they thought that HITLER could be kept under a bell by putting their representative
Frantz von PAPEN in the post of Vice-Chancellor.
This post of "prime minister" did not give HITLER full powers; so he carried out all
kinds of intrigues to win the elections of March 5 (burning of the REICHSTAG and
arbitrary arrest of the leaders of the Communist Party, KPD).
His party, the NSDAP, did not obtain an absolute majority, so he negotiated various
alliances as is always done in many countries, including for the very functioning of
the European Union.
It was only thanks to the law of March 24, 1933 that HITLER was able to govern by
decrees, and thus concentrate all the powers in his hands.
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PREAMBLE
A. BRETTON WOODS AND ITS INSTITUTIONS
To understand how the banking and financial crises in Europe have been resolved
since the creation of the euro (1), it is necessary to understand the evolution of the
International Monetary System, structured by the Americans since the Bretton Woods
Agreement in July 1944.
This system provided for fixed exchange rates - against gold - for all the currencies of
the forty-four Allied Countries. New international bodies were created to oversee this
new monetary and financial system, with the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (IBRD) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) already existed since 1930 in the
legal form of a private limited company, created in Switzerland by eight signatory
central banks and shareholders (2), with the mission of organizing war reparations
(Treaty of Versailles). After the failure of this mission, which earned it the nickname
"Bank of Useless Settlements", it became essential for organizing the survival of the
monetary system following the crisis of 1929.
The BIS is still "reserved" for the "big" international bankers, and it is a major body
for the definition of banking supervision rules in Europe; it is much more influential
than the IMF, the European Council and the European Commission, as we will see.
It currently comprises 45 central banks and establishes prudential supervision and
regulation rules for 28 countries.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) currently brings together 193 countries
with the official objectives of "promoting international monetary cooperation,
ensuring financial stability, facilitating international trade, contributing to a high
level of employment, economic stability and reducing poverty".
In view of the results and behavior of this institution, comments are unnecessary.
Better, we must be even more wary of its potential for nuisance for the years to come
because, unlike the BIS, the IMF can create money at will, and therefore impoverish
even more the populations, thanks to its Special Drawing Rights (SDR).
By depositing their own currency with the IMF, the ten most powerful countries can
obtain the foreign currencies they lack. It is a form of multiplication of paper money,
in fact electronic money.
The World Bank Group (WB) was established in December 1945 under the aegis
of the United Nations (UN) to manage and supervise many financial areas.
Since then, many structures have been created on the theme of altruism but it is
necessary to read the objectives and decode the service records of these branches of
the World Bank to understand the reasons why the United States has never ceded the
presidency of this international institution since its creation.

1 It is the most documented currency area even though more and more obstructions and anomalies
make it more opaque over time.
2 Belgium, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Switzerland and the United States.
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PART I
(CONCENTRATED) MONEY
Thank you to all the archaeologists around the world who are gradually giving
us reasons to hope for an end to the barbarity of the ruling classes.
Their incessant work is much more useful than they think, that's what we want
to prove to them.
SOURCES ON MESOPOTAMIA:
Dictionary of Mesopotamian Civilization
Luc Bachelot, Francis Joannes, Cecile Michel – Robert Laffont – 2001
(Reference work at that time)
It is a high-level dictionary that has focused on political chronology from 6500 BC to
0 BC, with bridges between the predominant dynasties.
Mesopotamia - Gilgamesh To Artaban (3000 - 120 BC)
Francis Joannes, Bertrand Lafont, Philippe Clancier, Aline Tenu – Belin – 2017
It is a remarkable update of the most recent archaeological discoveries.
Thanks to this new monument of knowledge of the cradle of our civilization, we can
give economic and monetary light to all their work.
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PART I: (CONCENTRATED) MONEY
I.

POWER OF DOMINATION AND OPPRESSION

In several millennia, humans have not changed, and they have not changed the
functioning of their Society. Obviously, they had no reason to change their behavior
in terms of money management: greed, brutality and even stupidity remain the
societal values imposed by all the masters of the world.
With the appearance of "money", white-collar barbarism has proved to be much more
profitable and less risky than distant conquests organizing large-scale looting, theft,
rape, torture, enslavement, murder and destruction of all kinds (physical, moral,
material and immaterial).
A. MONETARY CRISES: ALREADY IN MESOPOTAMIA, 3800 YEARS AGO.

The stele (ILLUST 1) is 2.25 meters high and is exhibited at the Louvre Museum in
Paris: it represents a "compilation of laws" written in the Cuneiform Akkadian
language.
Illustration 1:
It was cut from a Stele of
particularly hard piece of black
basalt,
forged
by Hammurabi
HADES
and POSEIDON at
magmatic temperatures
and pressures of several hundred bars
(300 - 500).
It was intended to
pacify all the conquests of
HAMMURABI, king
of Babylon, and this material had
been chosen to spread
an eternal message.

The stele of the Louvre was found at the entrance of the (conquered) city of SUZE
(South-West Iran) but it probably came from the temple of SIPPAR, north of Babylon.
Through other discoveries, archaeologists have found similar steles, the Urukagina
Code of Lagash (-2400), the Law Code of Ur-Namma (-2100) and the Lipit-Ishtar
Code (-1750) of Isin, all three written in the cuneiform Sumerian language.
Obelisks and steles were planted throughout the kingdom of UR III (SUMER, southeast Iraq) in front of the gates of each city, long before HAMMURABI and the
AMORITE dynasty (Syria); they were intended to glorify the victories or political
decisions of kings.
The previous Codes of Laws took up the most common decisions of Justice by already
stating the sentences based on the principle of the Law of the Talion.
On the other hand, the stele of HAMURABI deserves special attention.
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II. PUSH-BUTTON MONEY: (INCREASINGLY) FREQUENT CRISES.
With the rise of computing, our currencies have all become "Push-Button Moneys"
(15), much easier to multiply than coins, notes and bank accounts reflecting the real
economy.
A. NIXON AND THE DOLLAR SYSTEM
Since August 1971, when NIXON broke the link between the US dollar and gold, the
Federal Reserve Bank (FED), managed by twelve private regional banks since 1913,
has simply endorsed a rise in power of the American banks.
Indeed, these commercial banks de facto managed the accounts of American
multinationals, emerging foreign multinationals and commercial banks in the Western
world, and they centralized all the financing needs of developing countries on behalf
of international bodies.
To stem an incipient deterioration in the trade balance and public finances, NIXON
had also introduced a 10% tax on US imports: a shock for European exporters that
would trigger a "currency war", still relevant.
Indeed, to prevent the Americans from restoring their trade balance, the European and
Japanese Central Banks have always kept the dollar at an overrated level.
Admittedly, the Deutsche Mark was revalued several times but, in the end, the dollar
was still too high and made the US market accessible to the major exporters
concerned. For 20 years, the Chinese have been handling the renminbi (yuan) in the
same way.
American wars, all over the world since the Korean War and especially the Vietnam
War, have helped to "offer" even more dollars through budget deficits, and so both
sources (the US budget and the trade balance) have accelerated the supply of dollars
from 1965 on.

In response, it transformed the American financial market: the dollar became the stake
of the world of speculation.

From NIXON, the Bretton Woods International Monetary System (1944) turned into
a "DOLLAR SYSTEM which became the top of a global pyramid of counterfeit
money that, of course, did not benefit the people.
On the contrary, this system of counterfeit money has turned into a system of intense
speculation which has served as a global trickle for High Corruption.

15 I am claiming the authorship of this expression.
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PART II : THE DESESPERATE DEMOCRACY
I.

DOGMAS ALWAYS KILL THOUGHT AND FREEDOM

Nothing is a coincidence, especially not in the world of money and finance.
A. ECONOMIC DOCTRINES: TWO DOGMA.
Money and Finance are of interest to virtually no one in Europe, except in the "Cave
World" (Plato) populated by teachers, official researchers and thousands of lobbyists
(28).
In all teaching books, at the highest level, the economists of the Cave "teach" us and
"remind" us of dogmas.
"The market" is metaphysical, above or beyond the physical.
It is therefore present in all our human activities, it is even present in each of us
(perfect rationality).
Since God (Supreme Being) regulates it with its "invisible hand", it is necessary to
avoid that the State gets involved...
There is no need to dwell on it: all liberal and neoliberal doctrines (now "economic
sciences") reason without money (just an unit of account).
On the other hand, KEYNES, the economist of monetary, introduced a currency that
was not a simple unit of account as the classics and neoclassicals represented it; it was
influenced by human behavior.
He therefore developed interesting concepts (liquidity trap, importance of interest
rates) but he attributed only three functions to money (transaction, precaution and
speculation) ignoring that speculation is not a function but a drift.

Indeed, even if they inject liquidity, consumers and investors prefer to keep money in
their account; central bank interventions are then useless.
He also introduced financial mathematics and microeconomics for the selection of
investments in “an uncertain world” (Internal Rate of Return, Net Present Value): it
was therefore possible to assess one's risks according to inflation rates and interest
rates.

28 They are in the most important positions in banks, insurance groups, research centers financed
by the State (CNRS in France), the media, the Highest Schools, the major international bodies (the
OECD being the ultra-liberal body par excellence), ...
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II. EXCESSIVE CONCENTRATION OF MONEY AND POWER
A. POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY?
 The status of “Institutions” granted to commercial banks and their
“monetary” subsidiaries (Monetary Financial Institutions);
 The powers and total independence of the ESCB-ECB;
 Total freedom of killer cash transfer (and non virtuous “capital” transfer);
 “The Market” (pure and perfect) and “Free and undistorted competition”
(“perfect market”);
 "Informal and monthly decisions" within the Eurogroup (in which the ECB
sits). Small clarification: "The Commission is invited".
 The European Parliament and the National Parliaments (at European level)?
Especially not on monetary, financial, fiscal and social issues.
 The Regions? Nuts! They can beg, and they will soon have a new status,
« The Regions of Europe », liberated from nations, with bonuses and
subsidies. This is already the case with "The Great Region", bringing together
Saar – Lorraine – Luxembourg – Rheinland-Pfalz – Wallonia.
 Men, women, children, their environment, their future? The Martians are not
concerned.
B. THE EURO AREA: BETTER THAN THE UNITED STATES.
For European Finance, "the model" to copy and dethrone was the dollar but, surprised
with the launch of the euro, European financiers have obtained many more freedoms
than American financiers.
Better, they "concreted" them in a "marble treaty", a bit like the code of
HAMMURABI.
However, even if a stele can reach us practically intact nearly four thousand years
(3,750) later, the engraved laws never last longer than the regime that wanted to make
them eternal.
On paper, U.S. banks are the private shareholders and executives of the "independent"
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK.
On the other hand, even if the banks do and get what they want, it is the Treasury that
dominates: it is enough to see the current ascendancy of Janet YELLEN, Secretary
of the Treasury, on Jerome POWELL, current governor of the FED, nominated by the
President of the United States.
Before being chosen by Barack OBAMA as Governor of the FED in February 2014,
Janet YELLEN had studied with Joseph STIGLITZ, Nobel Prize in Economics,
former Vice-President and former Economist of the World Bank.
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The system is "juicy": they have therefore "specialized" their speculative and
predation activities by creating (we will see later) increasingly opaque financial
vehicles.

The Maastricht Treaty therefore "enshrined" the powers of the banks but also those of
the European Union.
The areas of exclusive competence of the European Union have not only been very
extensive, which is not the case in the United States, but they are also encroaching
more and more on areas of shared competence.
Obviously, it is "a closed system" on all sides by "irrevocable treaties": ESCB,
European Council, Eurogroup, European Commission.

They intervene all the time, on all subjects and they even go so far as to oppose the
rare European Citizens' Initiatives that have been able to reach the final phase.
The European Parliament? The Ombudsman?
Citizens, regions and even governments are well put together.
III. EXCESSIVE CONCENTRATION OF ECONOMIC AND
MONETARY INFORMATION
A. INFLATION CONTROL

The Fed officially pursues two objectives: full employment and inflation control.
In contrast, the BIS wrote its Maastricht Treaty and set up "its" transmission belt
(EMI) to assign a single objective to the ECB, the control of inflation.
To "monitor the effects of its monetary policy", the ECB defines "the basket of goods
and services" which serves as a basis for comparison and measurement for all
countries, and for all the time.
It therefore publishes various "base 100" indices, the most important of which is the
HICP Consumption (Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices).
It calls into question the conventional and unconventional policies of the ECB, which
"offers" money at arm's length and distributes it among "people of good company".
In economic logic, we know that, at constant volume or close to neutrality, "money"
has no impact on the price level: if the volume of transactions increases, it is the speed
of circulation that increases.
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At no time, in any treaty, in any article, is there the slightest line on this "request" to
follow such a clue which everyone will understand that this pants is intended to
oppress and repress private sector employees.

They are weak vis-à-vis the unions in this sector of central and regional
administrations.
IV. FINANCE: THEIR DEBTS AND ABUSES
A. THE ECB AND ITS FORTRESS OF FIFTY BANKS "TOO BIG TOFAIL".
FIGURE 7: Mayer Amscheld ROTHSCHILD warned us: "Give me control of the
currency, and I will do without those who make the laws".
Since the Maastricht Treaty, the powers of Finance have been codified (Hammurabi
Code).
The ECB can indeed create counterfeit money to make them grow, to "save" them
or rather to allow the repayment of loans granted to their subsidiaries, trapped by the
sudden reversals of the spoliation markets.
It distributes this counterfeit currency among "good company people" (banks,
their subsidiaries and their customers) who will later offer them great opportunities
for gains but above all easy capital gains.
It allows all Finance to open accounts in tax havens under the pretext of a "free
movement of capital".
It de facto promotes tax evasion, estimated at more than 184 billion euros for Europe
alone in 2016.
The British NGO Illustration 7: Realism Tax Justice Network estimates
this amount at 427 of a Very Big Financier billion dollars in total, or 360
billion euros, in a
study unveiled on 20 November
2020.
International France estimates
Transparency
it at 900 billion euros
per year and specifies that the
French governments
have authorized the recruitment
of only eighteen (18)
magistrates within the National
Financial
Prosecutor's Office.
Tax evasion has then allowed banks and insurers to create thousands of subsidiaries,
in more than a hundred countries, even in the most mafia black holes (quickly
reclassified as a "grey list" or even a "cooperative country" ( 40).

40 « touteleurope.eu/economie-et-social/paradis-fiscaux-la-liste-noire-de-l-union-europeenne ».
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PART III : THREE HEISTS OF THE CENTURY
I.

LAUNCH OF EURO 1999-2002: FIRST HEIST OF THE
CENTURY

A. PREAMBLE
Institutional Money’s change has been one of the most common practices in the
past.
"Institutional money” means "Centralized money" and "Concentrated money".
In other words, every change of currency is intended to cause the entire population to
lose wealth and income to the ruling class.
No city-state, no region and no European country, having adopted the principle of
institutional and centralized "money" for a little more than 2,600 years, has ever lived
more than a generation with the same currency.
If we can count the exact number of these official changes, we know the suffering of
all the European peoples faced with the greed and brutality of the ruling classes.
The Eurozone (19 countries) has probably experienced more than 1,300 changes
in "official currency" over the past 2,600 years.
In ancient Greece as in the Middle Ages, each city-state had its own currency, and it
often changed from it. Even more centralized, these coins regularly changed metal,
weight, shape, effigy and name.
Just for France, over a very short period (one thousand two hundred years), who
remembers all the following currencies?

Without being complete, and without having done much research, we already have
nearly thirty names for France and, for each name, there was a whole declination of
metal pieces, by weight, in facial value, with very evolving effigies. None of these
currencies has escaped profuse issuance.
For the Eurozone (19 countries), the figure of 1300 changes is just intended to "strike
the spirits" but, a priori, this figure is below the truth.
However, if currencies have changed so often, it is because they were
manipulated by the ruling class; as a result, the populations quickly realized the
erosion of their purchasing power.
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II.

THE SUBPRIME CRISIS (2007-2019)

A. CONTEXT
Following the second oil shock in 1979, Paul VOLCKER raised the Fed's interest
rates from ±3% to ±18% and, as a result, he caused a tidal wave of (almost global)
liquidity towards (American) bank accounts that were getting better and better paid.
Still considered a financial prodigy for "mastering" inflation, he actually dug the grave
of deep America and its small and medium-sized enterprises.
This increase in Fed rates could not be passed on by the SAVINGS AND LOAN,
investment and credit institutions that had been created on the model of the British
"building societies", a model that French banks have also adopted with the Housing
Savings Plan. Households placed their low-interest savings fora number of years,
which forced them into a mortgage loan with a predefined rate.
Another advantage: this "subsidized rate" loan was considerate a personal
contribution; other mortgage loans were then granted at "preferential rates".
Clearly, the SAVINGS AND LOAN were trapped by their statutes.
The saving banks collected fewer collections, and they were forced to honor their loan
commitments at very low rates; they were doomed to disappear.
Always on the lookout for new victims, the American banks had invented new mafia
practices to sell them gift wrapping, made up of rotten debts that they wanted to get
rid of: they offered them to the "managers" of savings and loan by "guaranteeing"
them unprecedented remuneration.
The gifts were of course poisoned and, in 1982, they had caused the bankruptcy of
more than a hundred of these organizations: the cost of this crisis had been estimated
at160 billion dollars in 1986 (4,000 billion dollars today),of which 132 had been
switched to public budgets, therefore paid later by taxpayers.
This banking practice is still allowed in the Eurozone: it is "securitization".
The bank sells securities of a financial company, poorly capitalized, established
"somewhere», without revealing to you the true value of the packaged receivables.
But, "promised, sworn", the BIS has given its green light: these sales are therefore
authorized and "under perfect control".
After the crisis of the "dot.com" in which all the American and European Finance lost
crazy sums, especially because of the increase in interest rates until 2001.
The Fed and the ECB have chosen a "dovish" monetary policy ("accommodative" in
ECB terms): refinancing without limits, and at lower and lower rates for banks, which
have flooded Finance with "hot money" of which it no longer knew what to do.
The hunt for pigeons began again: the "brokers" were responsible for "selling"
mortgage loans to families - at risk - (not being at the level of prudential standards, or
sub-prime): loan rates were therefore 3% to 5% more expensive than "normal loans".
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III.

CORONA – CRISIS (2020 – 2045?)

A. BACKGROUND (IN THE EURO AREA)
In March 2020, the corona-crisis hit the heart of our European society, which
was already battered by the "indispensable reforms”, demanded by pyromaniac
firefighters.
Indeed, this pandemic has developed on a very weakened social and health fabric since
insurers obtained the "liberalization of care" and the implementation of supplementary
"health" insurance throughout Europe.
In European countries, the health system is based on three pillars: outpatient structures
(city doctors, dentists, midwives, home nurses), the health system (hospitals, clinics,
rehabilitation, rehabilitation) and medico-social structures for frail, elderly or disabled
people.
All these systems have been weakened since the implementation of "complementary
health" imposed on large companies by their insurers-shareholders in the 1960s, then
outright imposed on all companies of all sizes in the 2000s (Fillon in France, law of
30 January 2009).
Since then, workers and companies have no choice, everyone pays their tithe to
insurers except those who do not have a job or are retired: they deliberately exclude
themselves from this overly expensive system (a real racket).
In return, insurers have captured a prize that escapes Social Security and, little
by little, the healthcare system is deteriorating.
 Doctors refuse to settle in “medical deserts”.
 Specialists are only available after several months of waiting.
 Dentists defend their small chapel by imposing prohibitive rates for care that
even supplementary insurance pays in drops.
 Hospitals are stripped of resources and their staff is paid with a slingshot.
 Maternity units are closed one after the other.
 Resuscitation services are without rooms and equipment.
 Rehabilitation services are abused to the point that kinesiologists are
“challenged” in many countries.
 Psychiatric services are completely out of date;
They create their health homes in which doctors and other professionals are simple
employees who receive patients almost anonymously.
They create their private clinics by imposing expensive hotel services and nonconventional surgical procedures.
And, miraculously, remote medicine is taking off lyrically all over the world by
offering kits of all kinds (at a reasonable price but in large quantities) to monitor the
most sensitive biological parameters and "constants" (cardiovascular parameters,
circulatory, ...).
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A little idea?
 We need to liberalize more, even more, more and more.
 The State must help them (taxation)
 It must provide them with more "state guarantees"
 He must create a Public Investment Bank that quickly offers them very nice
gifts...
 More securitization needs to be done
 We must review the "binding" rules that prevent them from "making us
progress"
 We need to take on more debt for cybersecurity, ecology, ...
But we must also increase tenfold the number of sheep "to be sheared" so that
our future is much more "constructive" and, therefore, proposal No. 5 sheds
perfect light on "their project".
"#5 Educate in the culture of risk from secondary school, in order
to profoundly improve the economic and financial culture of
households".
Taxes must even be regulated.
"#14 Establish a single international taxonomy on environmental,
social and governance (ESG) criteria, so that all markets, investors
and other actors in the economy have a common reference
framework."
Translation: "as little as possible".
Mao ZEDONG did no better.
The University of Aix-en-Provence and Le Cercle des Economistes have created their
"little red book" so that "Households" can (finally) be very rich.
Ridicule does not kill.
Too bad!
IV. NEVER A CRISIS FOR FINANCE
A. FINANCIAL WEALTH IN THE EURO AREA? NO CRISIS SINCE 1999.
The populations of the 8 "richest" countries (financially) were hit hard by the 20072019 financial crisis.
On the other hand, financial actors (under the control of banks and insurers) have been
able to considerably increase their financial assets during the same period to the point
that they represent three times all our Non-Financial Assets.
GRAPH 68 : Financial Wealth tripled in value between 1999 and 2019: from €49 T
to €156 T (+221%).
It is of course the Financial Sector (in red) that has benefited.
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PART IV : THE GREAT REFLEXIONS
I.

THE DRIFTS OF “OUR” EUROPE

A.
Neoliberalism is a purely financial doctrine but it is a system that has existed for more
than 3,800 years.
It was invented by the powers of money to set up a whole system of predation but it
is not a new system! The one who best defined the consequences of the misuse of
money was ARISTOPHANES, a specialist in the most visceral political satire that
Plato had well decoded and transmitted to ARISTOTLE, the philosopher closest to
economists.
ARISTOPHANES did not designate "money" as the cause of all our evils, which
we do openly in this book (supporting evidence),
He described the development of misery that stemmed from the mafia practices of his
time. He denounced the culprit: the cult of money, with references not always
obvious to us, his heirs, 2500 years later (references to the gods and characters of the
time). On the other hand, these references and puns were understood by the illiterate
public of his time. Plato was so admiring of his treacherous descriptions of the
Athenian system, understood by all, that he wrote the epitaph of this extraordinary
character:
"The Graces, seeking a temple that should not perish,
chose the soul of Aristophanes"
As in our current society, the "plutocrats" of Aristophanes (69) used money to control
the entire economic and financial system but they also used Justice (70) to obtain more
power and to muzzle their opponents.
We have just completed the most successful overview of our European society.
We have quantified the currency and its use.
 The various techniques that have been used to create it in an increasingly
abundant way: metals, paper, electronics and soon the vaporous clouds of
official cryptocurrencies (CBDC).
 The only way to make it more and more abundant, and especially to privatize
it: it is High Corruption.
 Both forms of wealth (financial, non-financial).
 The two financial vehicles (OFI banking and OFI insurers, with their
Investment Funds).
 Both legal practices (open and closed structures).
 Both accounting practices (legal and illegal).

69 Ploutos, false god of material wealth, presented himself in rags so as not to be captured and
locked in a well by greedy people eager to use his ability to make rich.
70 They made Socrates drink the hemlock in March 399 BCE (Apology of Socrates, by PLATO:
account of his trial).
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B. MAJOR ISSUES FOR A RETURN TO DEMOCRACY
They are complex and numerous because High Corruption has done so much damage
to our institutions, our central administrations, our political system and our media
system.

Our current monetary and financial system was born in Sweden (1668) and England
(1694) on the multi-millennial bases of money trafficking (creation of money exnihilo) and its appropriation by international traders, who became very rich thanks to
easy capital gains, little taxed and / or located in tax havens.
Over time, "money" has freed itself from its intrinsic value (precious metal weight) to
be declined in increasingly vulgar metals, then on paper, then in scriptural money
(private money) which has adopted the computer management of "0" and "1".

In other words, these currencies are a very bad omen for our freedoms:
they will be even more liberticidal than the "press-button currencies".

The more money the financial traders accumulated, the more they cheated, the more
they lost, and the more they bailed out on the backs of the citizens.
We have proven all this for the United States.
Within the European Union, within which the Eurozone and especially the TOP-8 (the
largest holders of financial assets in Europe), they have embezzled more than
10,000,000,000 euros in just over twenty years.

We have proven this throughout this book.
On the other hand, the strength of these monsters is also their weakness.
C. ACTION PLAN
This book is the culmination of fifty years of research on "the dollar system" and more
generally on "money".
Many books, too often redundant, have come out on this subject, but their many
authors have only been falsely technical or conceptual problems.
No one had raised, let alone proven, that our currencies have been systematically
manipulated by the ruling classes for at least 3800 years.
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B. OUR HOPE?
 How many pure and authentic philosophers have (finally) arrived at
the EUROPEAN COURT OF JUSTICE!
 Let them understand all the pernicious mechanics applied to the
management of the CURRENCY, used since the dawn of time as a
tool of oppression and repression of the peoples!
 Let them understand that our various hotbeds of civilization are
slowly dying!
 May they give us back the pleasure of living together the sweet
adventure of European Humanism, based on the Cult of Difference
and on a positive social integration of the most deprived!
 Let them understand the urgency of the situation!
Thank you all for the effort to read this document.
JUNON Moneta (the alarm)

ALTER-EUROPA
For another Europe
And (of course) for Another Euro...
Mail : contact@alter-europa.com
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What if the money was the cause of all our ills?
Silver, used as money, has existed for more than 4500 years.
From the outset, it has been tampered with by the elites to the point of
ruining general confidence and necessitating the first devaluation of a
currency in history (Hammurabi). It is the people who have paid the
price: oppression and repression as today.
Coins were introduced to Greece 2600 years ago and, since then, the
European Union has known more than 1,300 currencies that have left
little trace in the memories if not that of the suffering caused by their
systemic overabundance.
Clearly, inflation and the loss of purchasing power have always been
the rule, everywhere in Europe and in the world, because this system
has always been wanted by the ruling classes.
The European System of Central Banks (ECB)
was conceived by the BIS in the 1970s.
The European Union even adopted the Treaty of Maastricht (1992),
created from scratch by this limited company based in Basel,
Switzerland: thanks to this «master stroke», the European neoliberal
system is now «better» than that of the United States.
Since then, European citizens have had no choice: «happy
globalisation», «freedom of capital» and «total independence of the
ECB» are the three pillars of their « System of Governance ».
This system has led to the impoverishment of the populations of the
«eight richest countries» of the European Union but the official
discourse is not that one: «The Europeans live beyond their means»;
«They do not want to make any more efforts»; «They are not
competitive»; «They must repay their (public) debts»; «Pensions must
be reformed»...
What if all this is false? This book doesn’t say it, it proves it.
Stop! This system is mafia!
It is the (mafia) management of their currency that
deprives them of their essential rights,
the Right of Subsistence and the Right to Existence.
ALTER-EUROPA
For Another Europe
And (of course) for Another Euro…
E-mail: contact@alter-europa.com
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